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Calliope is a new literary magazine supporting writers, poets and
spoken word performers and visual artists, at this time there is no

submission or reading fee.

Please read the guidelines carefully before submitting.

Our submission period is open now; we do not plan on closing it
for quite some time.

Please Check The Future Issues Tab  To See What We Are Looking
For In Future Issues

We are a free print magazine, and we do not charge a submission
fee or a reading fee therefore we only offer contributors copies of

print editions and unlocked PDF files.

http://www.calliopemagazine.com/submissions-2/

Calliope Magazine is a hip new Literary and Art Publication
coming out of Nashville. We are growing and so is our
readership.

Right now we are a quarterly print magazine which will
grow to a bi-monthly print publication along with our
monthly online magazine.

We offer a little something extra with our print advertising:

You will receive 12 months of online advertising free with
any ad you purchase in our print magazine, whether it is for
one issue or multiple editions.

For more information email us:

robert@calliopemagazine.com

615-417-7526

www.calliopemagazine.com

By Adel Hun

www.calliopemagazine.com

http://www.calliopemagazine.com/submissions-2/
www.calliopemagazine.com
www.calliopemagazine.com
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fragile crystal eyes

street people load bearing wall

God's worn graffiti

haiku "See His Image" by

MistyRose™
© 24 October 2014

Rooted  by Karen Boissonneault-Gauthier
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Calliope Magazine is held by
Baiterek Publishing Company

A division of
The Nest Studio

Calliope Magazine
June 2015 Online

Founding Editor - Robert Olson

  Art Editor - Adel Baizhan

Calliope Magazine is a steadfast advocate of the
First Amendment; Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibit-
ing the free exercise thereof; or abridging the free-
dom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the
people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the
Government for a redress of grievances.

The expressed written comments and commentary
are truly those of the artist and do not necessarily
reflect those of the editors and staff of Calliope
Magazine.

Calliope Magazine is a quarterly publication
offered freely, limited to one per reader. The
removal of more than one copy by an individual
from any of our distribution points constitutes
theft and will be subject to prosecution.

All content including poetry, prose and
photographs are exclusive property of each
contributor and hold their own copyright.
Reprints or any other usage is violation of
copyright without the express written
permission of the publisher and or the
contributing writer, visual artist or
photographer.

www.calliopemagazine.com
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In This Issue

Marleen De Waele-De Bock is a well-known artist in the Nashville art scene. A
native of Belgium she moved to Nashville in 2001 after residing for over 10
years in South Africa.

Her first exhibition here took place in the Parthenon in January 2003. Since
then she has been a regular, showing her art in galleries in and outside Nashville.

Besides being a very active artist, she is also teaching art at O’More College in
Franklin.

She has now taken on the challenge of having her own studio/gallery in the
Arcade, a hotspot in the growing downtown art district.

While main focus of the gallery will be on her own artwork, Marleen will
consider space for guest artists along with an attention to varying themes.

The BelArt Studio/Gallery will be participating in the “First Saturday Art
Crowd”.   Visitors are welcome by appointment

www.calliopemagazine.com
http://www.marleensartwork.com/
http://www.marleensartwork.com/
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Where the stars sink into the sea,
that line through which they plunge
then disappear behind the dark denim.
Where we are certain that we will tilt,
finding them again
     in tomorrow's sky.

Bill Trudo

Come daylight
the world has been scrubbed clean
by hordes of aproned seraphim.
The sun beams as though
she has no idea of what has transpired
while she abandoned us to the dark.

A pair of black Nikes, a license plate lie
half buried in the sand. Beach grass
flaunts its fur, white caps sparkle.

By the surf’s edge a sylph quivers
in a chiffon gown that breezes
between her legs. The eyes
behind my eyes open
and I slip into the sea.

Liz Dolan
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Sometimes the only poetry you have is the dried-up flower
vase kind.
The rusty mailbox flag.
The pawn wishing it could be the king this time.
Sometimes the only poetry you have is the roly poly under a
rock.
Your favorite cd scratched.
A polka dotted blue matched with a lime green striped sock.
Sometimes the only poetry you have is a phone call not
answered.
A branch in the middle of your driveway.
A timid yet fearless newborn bird.
Sometimes the only poetry you have is hope without a
frame.
It's then that you realize, just maybe,
Hope and poetry are the same.

I’ve grown up across states. The Delta Mississippi, St. Louis,
Memphis, yada nomadic yada.

I teach 6th grade Literacy and creative writing (when they let me). I
didn’t start writing until I was 26. Before then, I wrote for everyone
else. Never for myself. I ventured to Liverpool, England where I
started listening to my own song.  I had to learn my soul didn’t care
about how many spaces were required after a period in a sentence
or how many ellipses you’re allowed to have in a paragraph.
I don’t have an MFA. Southern slang sneaks up on me.
I’m messy.
And I have learned to love that!
I write. I speak from my heart. Sometimes I struggle with being me.
Sometimes I hate complacency. But then again…that has often
been my writer’s boat.
Stagnant…
Until I wake up from a bad dream and decide I’m ready for more.
I love 80’s movies. I love board games, rivers, and the American
Girl book series.
I fall down often which leads to bruised tomboy knees. Although, I
do love strapless dresses.
I sometimes stand in the rain no matter how hard it’s falling or how
drenched I get.
I perform various venues and have a book on Amazon (Free to Fly).
I hide an amazing collection of amateur recipes on my kitchen
bookshelf, and I often dream of having my own food truck with a
make-shift stage for any kind of performer because I love to feed
people.
Whether with words or food.
I am a writer. A dancer. A child of grace whatever that looks like
for you.
I am me.
And I’m pretty sure that discovery has absolutely changed my life.

Photo by Carl Lambert
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Bluish purple lilacs embroidered
Swiss country side
Handkerchief in hand and she waits.

Staring out into a windowed world she doesn't know
Still looking for familiar.

Someone slams a door
A bomb goes off. He's been shot. Will he be home by Christmas?

Maybe if I just keep waiting.

"Ms. Ellie, time for dinner."

"No, no dear. I already ate. Now I'm just going to wait for my husband.

He should be home soon."

One, two, three, four- the number of paintings on the corridor

wall

leading to nowhere.

One, two, three, four- SURPRISE!

He removed his hands from her eyes.
Our new home! Do you like it?

Pudding cup moments and nail painting dreams.
Someone's granddaughter is listening.

"My grandmother was tougher than leather. She got through anything."

"Oh, that's good Ms. Ellie."

One, two, three- back to the window please.

He'll be home soon.

You'll see.

Bluish purple lilacs embroidered
Swiss country side
Handkerchief in hand and she waits

Inside.

The moon gave birth to sunlight.

And as the ray traveled Earthward…it spoke warning to the
firefly.

“Remember Earth is something different. Where you might shine
easily here… Shadow will stall your progress there.”

“But why?” asked the ray, “Why send me then. Can’t I just stay?”

The moon shook her head with tenderness and a mother’s smile.
“You were only purposed to be here for a while.

Darkness needs you. And even when you fail… remember it was
light that set your sail.”

The ray traveled nightyears to land in a place that seemed alone.
It shimmered and faded, on and off, as time became its home.

As the clock ticked on moments into years, the moon watched
the ray struggle.
One second on fire and the next barely able to appear.

 Then an early morning. The ray rested its weary head.
 A hidden lake of clarity. So clear you could see to the rock
bottom bed.

 The moon whispered wind, somehow, into the sunlit morn..
“Never forget, my dear purposed light, the universe from which
you were born.”

The ray looked tired. Kind of dull. Like an overcast day.
“I can’t do this. Why did you send me here anyway?”

The wind picked up and the waters quaked.
The ray sombered. The skies opened to a break.

“Sweet light. You were never meant to have it easy.
 You were sent to be a reminder. So others can see.”

Then the waters calmed. The winds died down. And a ray of
light shone.
It was then she realized, “Maybe it’s not time. Or even Earth.”

It IS purpose.

That’s her real home.
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I lost the battle.

This morning I woke up, put two different socks on, spilled coffee all over the counter, searched endlessly for my keys just
to find them in my purse, cranked the car to have the check engine light come on, ran the yellow light just to find out the
cop beside me saw it when it was red, and turned into the gas station just as my car went putt...putt...putt.

With the help of kind people, I found my place at a pump behind a car full of screaming kids and a barking Beethoven all
while realizing I have 15 minutes left to get to work.

Just breathe.

As I pumped the gas I just paid for with cash because I realized I left my debt card in the pocket of my jeans I put in the
washer that I started before I left, I saw her.

Walking limply to her car with an empty expression and bloodshot veins in her eyes, the door appeared to weigh a
thousand pounds as she opened it.

Once plastered to the driver seat, she stared blankly at the steering wheel before her. Bowing her head a little, her iris
faucets started pouring and I found myself forgetting time was still ticking.

Her lips curled and her white fists clinched the dash.
I had to remind myself not to stare. Then remind myself I needed coffee.

Badly.

I ran back into the store, poured a cup, and hurried swiftly to the counter. The time it took the cashier to receive my
payment seem to last an eternity because I was too busy listening to his words.

"She's the one whose girl went missing last week. She keeps coming back to check to make sure the flyers are still there."

As he put the pennies of change back into my hand, I lost myself.

I walked back to my car and looked at where her's had been parked. Nothing was left but an oil drip and an empty space.
Her empty space. A physical representation of everything that each of those falling tears represented.

It was then the fight to convince myself that this had to be the worst day ever, well, that fight was over.

I lost the battle.

Her's had just begun.
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My past has passed
And after having seen the future
Finding that this world may not endure
What I have seen

Sacred Mother, I stand before you now
My fight is over
Having overcome every battle put before me
Passing through millennium stars of lifetimes lived
Searching, seeking out a way
To find a day, once lived

In order to live the most painful lesson learned
Thinking thoughts now of how it is better
To be in the right place at the right time
Than to chase a spirit across lifetimes and dimen-
sions
Never finding the same in anyone other
It took thirteen times one thousand lifetimes
To be in the right place in time
Thus securing a future not yet lived

I take my sword and pierce your earth
May its blade become a trunk
The handle and hilt, its dominant branches
For out of dust and ashes
The weapons of our warfare
Have a way of becoming
The Trees of Life

Robert Olson
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The Tree –

As the branches of the tree grow
and stretche towards the sky
as a big embrace to life

So do the roots grow deeply into the ground,
where nutrition and memories of care and love
from Mother Earth nourishes it to grow.

Be the wind that goes through my leaves,
and the waters that quench my thirst,
for your love feeds me and fills me with life.

Ronnie Dersgaard (Althos)
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Eric L. Hansen Fusion
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On Memorial Day, May 25th 2015
poets, activists, and organizers
gathered across thirteen states to

conduct a funeral. They gathered in the
thirteen states that composed the
Confederacy. They gathered together to
bury the Confederate flag.

This is a story about what happened in
Nashville, Tennessee.

On April 27th I received an instant
message. It told me about the project and
gave me an introduction to the artist John
Sims. I was asked if I would want to write a
piece for the event and host it or if I could
recommend someone who would.
 My reply was short, “So you’re
looking for writers?”
 “Yes.”
 “You’re in luck.”
 I went on to explain that, in
addition to having spent years organizing
poetry and writing events in Nashville, I
have been outspoken in my support of
controversial art projects and been known
to indulge in polemics. I told them I was in,
but that we had less than a month and in
my experience a unique event such as this
would be pushing against the clock hard.
There would be poets to organize,
performance spaces to acquire, permits to
pull, sound equipment to procure, and an
infinite number of other factors that would
cascade down on us like a landslide once
we got into motion. Fortunately, I told
them, I had organized in the past and had a
network of like-minded artists who are
much more skilled and talented than I am
who could be relied on for support. As
soon as the conversation ended, I began to
reach out to the diverse and rich writing
and poetry community that calls our city
home.

Conceptual artist John Sims has a history of

provocation but it would be impossible for
him to ever be as polarizing as the subject
of much of his work: the battle flag of
Northern Virginia, the Rebel flag, the
Confederate flag. Sims, an artist, activist,
writer, producer, and former mathematics
professor has dedicated years of his life to
the Confederate flag. To a symbol he
considers too toxic to touch. He hung it
properly in Gettysburgfrom a noose. He
recolored it in the red, black, and green of
the Pan-African flag. And on May 25th he
worked with organizers and activists across
the thirteen formerly confederate states to
conduct thirteen simultaneous funeral
services.

Before any event I host or produce, I’m
nothing but nerves. I devolve from my
normal stoic, cynical self into a frayed wire
of misplaced energy and nausea. In the
minutes before an event begins I’ll most
often be found outside the space pacing
and chain-smoking while trying desperately
to center myself. Breathe. Inhale. Exhale.
While this happens I meditate. I visualize
the number of potential catastrophes that
could knock the show off its rails and turn it
into a disaster of which I am ultimately
responsible.

This time is different.
 There is more at stake.

On May 25th in Nashville, Tennessee the
room is filled with indignation. It is
powerful and electric and shared. All across
the South, funerals are being conducted.
Eulogies are being read. Symbols of
oppression and hatred are being described
for as what they are.
 The anger in the room is real and
righteous and profound and focused. The
Confederate flag. The Southern Swastika.
Some rage comes out in a roar. Other's a
whisper. Others bottle it up. Condense it
into stillness and speak.
 With purpose.
 M-Dot speaks with that
purposeful voice, a voice that calls to
account those who deny that their
inherited heritage guides their beliefs.

Beliefs that disenfranchise, abuse, and harm
individuals and communities, fathers and
mothers, and daughters and sons.

This is real. The media has picked up the
story and run with it. The Washington post
has done a story on the services. The Wall
Street Journal follows. Fox News writes a
story as fair and balanced as one might
expect. The stories gain traction and
quickly attract all manner of commentary.
There are threats and hyperbole. Everyone
seems to have become a historian who
wants to explain why the Civil War was
really fought while neglecting the fact that
their battle flag was also used as a rallying
symbol against the civil rights movement
and is continued to be used as a symbol
against immigration, Islam, as well as
communities and individuals of diverse
color, gender, and sexual preference.
It has morphed into a one size-fits all hate
symbol for a certain species of reactionary
American neo-fascist.
 With all this talk of heritage I can’t
help but wonder if the act of remembering
one’s history is as useful and important as
the cliché reminds us.

I arrive early to work off my nerves and
meet up with Brigid whose hard work with
logistic issues on the ground has made the
whole event possible. We load in and I go
outside to chain-smoke and pace and work
off my nerves. A cop car drives by and
turns right.

He passes again a few minutes
later.
 The Nashville event has not
received any direct threats of violence, but
there is talk in Florida that a neo-
Confederate group will perform an open-
carry counter-protest at their event. The
thought of guns here concerns me. I have
seen what they do.

      The anger in the
room is real and righ-
teous and profound
and focused.

“
”
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The cop circles the building a third
time.

Chris speaks. He has never done this
talking at the microphone thing before but
his nerves fade quickly and he lets it go.
That flag, he says, has been there his whole
life and he knows how the people who fly it
really feel about him and everyone who

 Johnny from the Netherlands
streams in live, projected on the wall in
shadow and light. He is quiet, calm, and
speaks truth in a whisper.
 Christine speaks. A Yankee. She
tells of the damage and harm that a symbol
can cause.

The cop never returns and I continue to
pace and smoke. I quit three months prior
and have taken to one of those probably
going to kill me just as fast E-cigarette
devices. Mine is stainless steel, has heft and
weight.
 A news van pulls into the parking
lot. I realize that I need an actual cigarette
very badly.
 I introduce myself and show them
inside. They set up their gear. Brigid enlists
them into helping us sort out the audio-
visual problems that accompany all events.
They get to work and I go back outside to
resume visualizing worst case scenarios. At
this point, there is more press in the

building than poets and the event starts
very soon. The situation concerns me but I
remain realistic.

They are, after all, poets.
This is, after all, Nashville.

 After a little searching I am holding
a real cigarette. I light it as a second news
van pulls into the parking lot. I snub it out,
go to meet them, and direct them to
where they need to set up. As they make
their way inside I recognize vehicles
arriving. The poets are here. They have
ventured out on this rainy Memorial Day to
participate in a funeral.

Brenda speaks with authority. Black lives
matter. Cannot be silenced. Ever. Her
daughter watches. Her daughter is young
and teaches me to how to shoot the pink
bow and plastic arrow she proudly carries.
She corrects my many misconceptions as to
its proper operation.

 Robles speaks about the plague of
violence that afflicts trans men and trans
women and disproportionally afflicts trans
people of color.
 Elizabeth speaks. She knows her
history well and recognizes that her own
includes this symbol. My heritage includes it
as well. She drops the flag on stage and
walks off on it. I walk on it as well.
The media is set up. The streaming feed to
the Internet is functioning. People are
coming in now. I greet them and thank
them and hope that they cannot see my
nerves and smell my fear.

 I call up John Sims and let him
know that the press has arrived and we are
wheels up and ready to fly.

He tells me to go for it.
I tell him I will.

I wrote a eulogy. I read it. I hope I don’t
fuck up.

 CJ takes the mic. He’s never done
this before but he doesn’t fuck up. He
shares his story and his experience of
growing up and living in Memphis.
 Eddie who sang Strange Fruit
earlier closes out the show by leading us in
the song Lift Ev’ry Voice and Sing. He does
it naturally. He prompts us on the words
we do not know so that we can sing along
with him.

Together.
 As one.

The reporter from Fox asks me when we
are going to burn the Confederate flag. He
seems impatient. He wants a show, a
spectacle for the outrage machine that
employs him. I tell him to set up on the
sidewalk. I will give him his shot.
 We gather outside in the misty
rain. A camera sits on a tripod and a little
girl runs and plays with her pink bow and
plastic arrow.
 Lighter fluid and a cheap nylon flag
representative of ideas long discredited yet
not abandoned. People are not property.
People are not things. Because we hold
these truths to be self-evident, that all men
are created equal, that they are endowed
with certain unalienable rights, that among
these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness. Because we hold these words to
be true even when their author so
demonstrably does not, when society does
not, when the nation does not, and when
the world does not.
 It doesn’t burn so much as melt.
The flash scorches the hair off my fingers. I
drop the burning flag into a steel bucket
where it is quickly consumed, burned away
to nothing that could ever be recognizable.
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The reporter asks me why. As
expected his network will later edit
my answer down to a ten second

soundbite yet see fit to conduct a sit-down
interview with a representative of the Sons
of Confederate Veterans.

The media packs up and leaves. The rain
stops and the sun breaks through the gray
sky and shines down on us as we stand
gathered together damp and celebrant. A
voice whispers into my ear, “Happy
birthday.” And I remember that it is so.
And that it is.
 It has been a very happy day.

 Written by Honest Lewis

Glassy almonds of many colours strewn about,
Massaged by frothy hands.

The ghosts of conflicts past scuttle giddily on abundant limbs.
Armed and ready, should opportunity knock a second time.

A grey-green genetic soup swells and heaves under Paleolithic gates.

To the South lies the North,
Its ashen hills and sleepy cimtières a proud hinterland.

The painful thrill of the icy current. The jagged rocks. The slimy, choking
weeds.
Elemental forces unburdened by the lethal follies of man.

Blood is spilled under Blanc Nez, as it was decades ago.
But there is no razor wire now, no rusty barbs waiting to eviscerate lumbering
lions.

A baraque à frites sat stoically atop a wind-scorched ascent hails the wounded,
Their cuts and scrapes glistening as they congeal under a lemon yellow sun.

Feel your limbs, light, almost emancipated from your body,
Your face tautened by the healing saline breeze.
Blood courses flamingo pink through your youthful veins,
Breathing life into those crumbling Republican pillars.

You sense that this is it, that this is where you need to be.

So aux armes! Defend this blissful feeling lest it die here,
Anchor your spirit to the restless dunes and demand your droit du sol.

A soft blue light erases my memory,
Crosses the depths of space to reveal my suburban Elysium.

Our soft linen basin feels exquisitely isolated,
Like an undiscovered subterranean cavern, or a vast, billowing cloud,
Floating silently through the troposphere.

We talk of everything. And nothing.

Your kiss sends a surging current right through me.
I kiss you back and I drink in your beauty, as if this were my last moment on Earth.

Christie-Luke Jones lived in Henley-On-Thames (UK) until the age of 19 and studied French and German at The University Of Exeter. He also spent 6
weeks as an English teacher in Madagascar, as well as living and studying for a year in North Germany.

He currently lives and works in North London, and is a keen actor (enjoying lead roles in several short films), writer, screenwriter and poet in his spare
time. He is also co-founder of Henley Flow, an independent charity festival of the arts which recently raised over £1000 for Madagascar charity The
Dodwell Trust.

Christie-Luke Jones
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your honey all over me
I was thinking
about chicken thighs
on sale for 99 cents a pound
and rump roast, buy one get one.
And my buddy who tripped on flotsam
broke her wrist her elbow her tooth.
And that sharp-toothed schnauzer
who bit my finger on Pine Lane.
And our white-haired neighbor Dorothy
whose daughter calls at six am to remind us
to rescue her mother’s rings and wallet
from the hospital. Dorothy once told me
she preferred sex from afar
like Rapunzel with her royal suitor. In Tokyo
you can rent a small space
-a very small space- in a love motel
for an hour. On their sleek trains,
the crowded Japanese devour porn
in graphic novels. After his five-year-old sister died,
my student told me he craved photos
of maimed bodies. Yes, yes, wind my silky hair
about your fingers. I have grown it
                 just for you.

Liz Dolan

Liz Dolan’s poetry manuscript, A Secret of Long Life, nominat-
ed for both the Robert McGovern Prize, Ashville University,
and a Pushcart has been published by Cave Moon Press. Her
first poetry collection, They Abide, was published by March
Street. An eight-time Pushcart nominee and winner of Best of
the Web, she was a finalist for Best of the Net 2014. She won
The Nassau Prize for Nonfiction, 2011 and the same prize for
fiction, 2015. She has received fellowships from the Delaware
Division of the Arts, The Atlantic Center for the Arts and
Martha’s Vineyard.Liz serves on the poetry board of Philadel-
phia Stories. She is most grateful for her ten grandchildren
who pepper her life and who live on the next block.
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 Neo-chicago doesn't have a mental health problem.  It has a robot problem.  The robots that were programmed to protect the
citizens from their depression, mania, and psychosis- the cancers of our modern technological world. The emotional tumors growing
internally since we retired and left our work to the accountant-bots, teacher-bots and commander in cyborg robot presidents.  It was
thought that less stress would minimize the multiple psychiatric breaks large portions of the population were having.  Instead, it just
quickened them.  Funny how that works.  The therapists and psychologist couldn't keep up, but “luckily” there was a breakthrough in
technological personality programming, The Absurdians 3000.  Or as I like to call them the Dr Freudian-bots.
 My name is Frank.  I'm a diagnosed Bipolar depressive and drug addict.  Last night, as I looked up into the night sky's mural of solar
flares and celestial colors, I said "fuck it" and jumped from my sky based cloud condo.  It would have worked but the air patrol caught me
mid-fall.  I almost saw the ground beneath me when they intercepted my flailing body.  So close, yet so far.  The “Sky Absurdians,” as we
call them, are programmed to grab the intrepid people that break through the glass of their apartments.  Let’s just say I'm not the first.  The
Sky-bots contain you till then take you to The Absurdians 3000 emotional turmoil center (A.K.A the psych-ward).
 The ward is one of the few earth based buildings left on our planet.  It was built on a mountain top of garbage above what we use
to call a planet.  The unbreakable glass view from the unit is a foggy haze of pinkish destruction spreading out in every direction.  If you see
a light in the night sky, it's not the moon.  It's time to get to your fallout bunker. I guess we can't blame all of our problems on the robots.
The Sky-bots dropped me off in the interview room, where the foremost robots in mental health care waited to take notes on my distress
and anxiety.
 “Frank Ward.  How are you feeling today?” the robot drones at me as it enters.  It is surrounded by tiny intern-bots scurrying
around while assisting him in his consultation.  The scene reminds me of something out of the Hollywood myths of alien abduction that we
once told ourselves.  Those were the sci-fi Gods, we had worshiped at the dawn of the technological age, before we were able to use our
Infinity Telescopes to prove that we were hopelessly alone in the expanse.
 “Not that good Dr.  I almost made the ground this time.”
 “Do you have any current plans to hurt yourself or others, Frank Ward?”  The tiny robots were probing me with their tools as the
head Absurdian talked to me.  One of them laser blasted a psychotropic substance into my bum.  In the early days, the Absurdians would
give the option of whether you wanted to take meds or not. That didn't work so well.  Most of the paranoid schizophrenics were not too
trusting of the robots; something to do with their fantastical delusions around government, aliens, and robots controlling every aspect of our
lives. I can't imagine why.  Now they just transmit it through highly concentrated blasts up your ass crack.  It cuts down on the unnecessary
chit chat.
 “Mr. Ward,” the head doctor droned, “On a scale of one to ten how would you rate how you are feeling?”
 “Jeez Doc, can I say 100?   Seriously, suck my dick, you useless piece of scrap metal.”
 “I am glad to hear you are feeling better.” The robot naively responded to my insults, not registering my dick as a psychological
concern for him to assess.   The irony of the situation was too much for me at times.  We built these hunks of tin to help us.  “Security
transport, please follow the patient to the ward immediately for therapeutic recovery.”
 “Fuck you too,” I mutter.  I’m led by gigantic robots with disproportionate tiny soup can heads to the higher levels of the compound.
There is no fighting back or escape with the Security Transport.  They have itchy trigger fingers and Electro-convulsive therapy deployment
at their beckoning.  During my last stay at the unit, some pure cuckoo for brains tried to take on a bunch of them and they fried his brain
into blissful submission.  He was pretty much pooping in a diaper for the rest of his stay.  No thanks.  I like to do my pooping in holographic
black hole disposal units like the rest of us.
 The ward is jumping today.  There were multiple admissions last night, something to do with the weather.  A nuclear holocaust is
a real bitch for sunny days.  The Absurdians are busy buzzing from room to room on their motorized wheels.  Like a technological Pegasus
trademarked by Google, the Freudian-bots have the wheels of a Volvo and the head of a humanoid.   They lead me to my room down the
long hallway.  Faces of deathless and broken misery stare back blankly at me from their rooms. My roommate is an older man in his fifties.
He is wearing a button down shirt and a V-neck sweater, yet he has absolutely no pants on at all.  It is not a good style for him.
 "Mr. Jones, wouldn't you be more comfortable in a nice pair of pants." the security transport transmits through its conversational
interface.
 No, he wouldn’t. He begins to rant about the demons that are in his jean pockets and how they have been tampering with his
privates.  I feel bad for him.  His penis does look a little misshapen.  The robots leave me to talk Mr. Jones into a nice pair of pocketless
hospital admission sweatpants.  It doesn't work.  He slumps his tired body back down on his safe zone sleeping unit.  "Don't worry," I tell
him, "the Absurdians don't wear pants and they are way happier than us."
 The quickest way to get discharged from the emotional turmoil center is to get up early, eat three meals a day, and go to lots and
lots of groups.  Each group is recorded in Binary Code.  Solve the formula in the behavioral programming and you're a free man. The groups
are run by the Absurdians and cover a variety of subjects from medication adherence, to art therapy and even to coping with stress.  I shit
you not, I once went to one called, "Don't worry.  Be happy."
 Right away, I'm already planning my way out.  I wake up early and go to the first group, which is music therapy.  The Absurdian
therapist has a cloud based database of songs and each patient picks a tune and then we talk about it.  It's basically not quite as therapeutic
as a juke box at a dive bar, but at least we get to listen to songs.  I could really go for a shot and a bud right about now.  Everyone gets a pick,
even poor pants-less Mr. Jones.  Arms raised and flailing, the Absurdian conducts our group of miscreants and fuck ups like the composer of
a grand opera.  Its not over until the fat crazy in a bath robe and slippers sings folks.
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Mostly, the patients pick despicable songs that are played in popular commercials of the day and have little to do with being sad and de-
pressed.  Everyone is joking and laughing. The robots are pleased with our progress.  Unfortunately, the Absurdian therapist calculates a
low non-verbal reading from someone in the room and calls on the young girl sitting in the corner alone.  She has been quiet the whole
time.  Her hair hangs down, hiding her face; she looks attractive, but angry.
 "Samantha Ray, is there a song that makes you feel happy?"
 "Lots," she responds with a sly smile on her face, "how about you?"
 The robot pauses and tries to process his response.  It is not use to talking about its own happiness.  But Samantha presses on.
"Are you happy?"
 "I assure you I am very happy, Samantha.  I have a good job and I get to help people."
 "And that’s enough for you?" Samantha asks.  I'm unsure if she is fucking with him or generally interested at this point.  The robot
moves his wheels in closer to her towering over her diminutive claim.  She looks young.  Maybe it’s her first admission.  There are stitches
on her wrist.  She's a cutter.  I could picture her hacking the glass in her sky-prison and trying to cut herself.  She would only have minutes
to do it, with their remote feeds in our condos, the Absurdian always get there.
 "I am very happy," the robot responds almost pathetically, but also annoyed with being challenged.  I look at Samantha who is
looking up at the robot with courage in her hair covered eyes.
 "I'm not. I'm going to kill myself and you won't be able to stop me." Samantha explodes at it.   This won't end well. The Ab-
surdian has remotely relayed her threat to the security unit. I just hope she goes willingly now.  With poise, Samantha gets up and walks
towards the security bots, who are confused by her compliance.  They end up doping and dragging her to her bed anyway because they
are slaves to their programming.  The Thorazine blasts they deploy on her will keep her quiet and content for hours.  Watching her frail
human frame overpowered by the soldiers of tin, I make up my mind to help her. Actually, I think I'm in love with her.
 After you've made a threat against yourself or others, the process is containment.  Like a computer virus infecting programming,
the Absurdians isolate the files and delete.  Samantha will not be allowed into the common room for at least a week as a result of her an-
gry outburst.  So if I'm going to help, I have to sneak into her bunk.  It's not as difficult as it sounds.  Most newborns are conceived this
way; when schizophrenic A spies Bi-polar 2 in the medication line and tries a little sweet talking.  The genes of a mad hatter bestowed on-
to the heirs of humanities throne.  But I'm not looking for an emotional turmoil center fling. This goes deeper than that.  Did I mention I
am in love?
 The robots have a consultation period every night.  The therapist bots hand the night shift over to the hulking security bots.  Dur-
ing this consultation they insert their data files into each other while humming in their low buzz tone.  It's pretty sexy frankly.  The security
bots are clearly the power bottoms. The patients run from room to room in this period trying to find a little release from their loneliness.
When I find Samantha, she is curled up in the top of her sleep unit, oblivious to the excitement outside of her room.
 "How are you?" I ask.  As she looks at me blankly, the haze of medication clears and she responds.
 "Hi."
 "I'm Frank."
 "My name is Samantha."
 "I know."
 Turning on the bunk light, she looks at me closely.  She spies the rings of pain under my eyes like space dust circling a planetary
mass.  She sees my slouch pulled low to the earth by gravity's force.  And she shrinks away from my uneven smile looking back at her like
a misshapen crescent moon.  There is a silent understanding.
 "You're too old for me Frank."
"It’s not that," I stutter for once in my miserable life.  "I want to help you."
 "If you want to help me.  Get me a screwdriver.  Can you do that for me Mr. Frank?
 I had never seen a screwdriver though.  The robots probably wouldn't want us even thinking of rattling their bolts.  I wondered if
that was what Samantha had in mind.  She'd never get close enough.  They'd fry her long black hair with ECT till it never covered her eyes
mysteriously again.  Maybe she was just a nut job like the rest of us?  Lost in her own delusions of grandeur like a cosmonaut in the great
darkness of space.
When I return to my room, Mr. Jones is in there. He is talking about his penis again.  Unfortunately, my thoughts are elsewhere, I'm think-
ing about Samantha and her long black hair which is darker than the darkest part of the night sky.  It hangs in her eyes behind deep dark
curtains.  That and screwdrivers. Mr. Jones says something about ending his testicular misery.  I consider asking him about a screwdriver,
but he doesn't strike me as being particularly skilled at home maintenance.  Paying his crotch area no mind, I go take a piss in the black
hole containment unit and watch my urine disappear into the horizon.  It swirls around the bowl down into the dark hole of nothingness.
I'm just another man pissing into the cosmic wind.

Look for the rest of the story next month!

Kevin Munley
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The black birds above us

Rope through the sky.

Thousands of them

Shimmer oil-slick bodies

Into a tight cord;

A woven thread

Of wings and feathers

Forming a broken figure eight,

Trying to lasso the sun.

The noose

Slips, missing.

The sun:

An empty neck hole

Of a fire-red shirt.

The dense black binding

Begins to melt under the heat,

Dripping birds

Like witches candle wax

Across the morning horizon.

Shelley Little

Shelley is a full-time writer whose work has
appeared or is forthcoming in:  Funds for Writ-
ers, Moms Who Write, Writers Block Newslet-
ter for the Midwest Writing Center, The
Centrifugal Eye, Mom Writer’s Literary Maga-
zine, and Shemom. She is  currently finishing her
first book of poems and hope to find a publisher
soon. She also recently took on a position as a
volunteer staff member of Moms Who Write.

I was seven   I knew nothing
of how he held my waist there
the way I hold my girlfriend’s
as we “make love”—
 her first time she pleads .
I press her—

.

I try to hurt as much
as I remember it.

Domenic J. Scopa
Domenic J. Scopa is a two-time Pushcart prize nominee,
2014 recipient of the Robert K. Johnson Prize, and his
translations and poems have been published in numerous
print and online journals. He is currently an MFA candi-
date at Vermont College of Fine Arts.

"Nocte Divinorum" or "The Night of the Seers." By  Ester Young
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It’s time to throw in the towel, it’s time to call it a day, it’s time to wind down! Yes, it is! Think of it this way, dear readers. Here I am, a
fat, sixty-year old bald man, waiting for the oceans to rise, and sweep away my humble abode near the beach. Why should I wait?
Oh look, here come the waves! Aren’t they beautiful? Aren’t they fearsome? Aren’t they
waiting to kill you? They tickle my feet as I scrunch through the sand, walking the shoreline of my modest property, cursing the sunset of
yet another day in my life. Here’s a secret. See if you can keep it. I hate the beach. It’s a bitch, I tell you!
So, why am I here? It’s a long story, involving a Peruvian dwarf, a landscape architect with bushy hair, and a tightrope walker who liked to
cover herself in chocolate and walk across tightropes naked. was interesting!

Seriously though, I’m not into all that sort of avant-garde crap. I’m a simple, God-fearing man, who likes bicycles, dogs, stray cats (I have
thirteen) and shooting at empty beer bottles. I don’t hate living things. It’s living that I hate. So, when the monster crawled out of the deep
and collapsed at my feet, of course I took pity on it! Wouldn’t you have? I carried it home, dragged it, really. It left behind a putrid trail of
red slime. That was not pleasant. Never mind. I eased its pain with a small vial of morphine. (Did I mention that I was once a doctor, and
still have sources which supply me with all these flower-derivatives? I love flowers!) It stopped shuddering, and lay still, but not dead. Re-
member, I love animals. My dogs wanted to eat it, but I fended off their eager approach. My cats hissed and flexed their claws, but I hissed
at them, and waved them away. I was not going to be deprived of secret knowledge. Two days of tender loving care (I fed it fish at first,
thinking it might like that, but it turned out to live on nothing but seaweed and salt water) brought it to its senses. It opened its eyes and
stared at me. I had been hovering over it, monitoring its life signs, and now, hurray! it was alive!

Let me describe its eyes. Actually, on the other hand, let me not. Suffice to say that yellow and black, and pink were predominant themes
in those bulbous, unblinking orbs. It opened its slime-dripping mouth and spoke. To say that its voice was honeyed, with a layer of molas-
ses over it, would be misrepresenting and understating the facts. That voice was honey and molasses, and nectar and ambrosia (same
thing, I know), and manna and sugarcane juice laced with lime and slime. That voice send shivers and thrills of anticipation up and down
my old spine, and straightened my back.

I thought about all the years of loneliness, alleviated only by the overwhelming dog and cat presence in my wood-rotting home. I thought
about the woman I had loved, and who had not loved me back. I thought about the children I would never have, because I was too bro-
ken-hearted to look at anyone else. I thought about the tightrope walker (actually, I didn’t). I thought about indoor plumbing, outdoor
plumbing and my own plumbing. I wanted to leave it all, abandon ship, pull down the curtains, make my exit. The creature spoke to me,
and stuck out its forked tongue. “Yes, yes, yes,” I said, “Yes, I will. I’ll follow you to the ends of the earth.” And so, it flippered and slith-
ered out, and I followed it, and it squirmed and wriggled into the waters, and I followed it, and my dogs and cats stood on the shoreline
and wailed in distress. And as I grabbed onto the creature’s tail, as it continued to speak soothingly, my last thought before the waves
closed over my head was:

There are times
dark panic overcome experiences
crushed spirit of good friends,
deprive comfort, increase conduct
flaw character, imprison thought,
roam in stink silence of practical disorders,

Countless times
isolation becomes my support,
while friends and family are like--
bird's parable of the old ode
which vanishes after demise of master.

M. I. Akande M. I. Akande is a young man, with enthusiasm, idealism, and interest in writing with
special flair for poetry.  He expresses himself and self-publishes his works through
his blog, www.mankindinfo.net.  He is a graduate of the prestigious University of
Lagos where he studied Education History. He lives in Lagos with his family.
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to hide
from the wind and
the windy things the wind brings
like popsicles, icicles
and cloud watchers on their backs
ashamed to speak without symbols.
I retreat from the rocky mounds where
toddlers hold their picnics and the cardinals
rest, oblivious of camouflage.
The daydream that sustained me all last year
has weakened in potency, now is just a fleeting habit,
a camper’s terrain I travel to, flooded, swampy and putrid, fraught
with the imagined memories of sing-songs and linked torsos,
clogged now with pestilence and unrealized connection and
the stars. I still see them overhead,
ordinary, insignificant – never astounding enough
to bleed cosmic capacity into my dilated veins,
veins waiting to be juiced, to be breached
of their thin-layered confinement - myself waiting to be more
than a catalyst. So many reasons to keep moving,
but none impregnate my spirit, none immerse me or
insist that I take up arms. My arms. They are hanging, tingling. They are not
me. I am in hiding, away from the wind and the windy things
the wind brings, part of the pile of the undeclared, an
illegible signature.

   Allison Grayhurst

            Allison Grayhurst is a member of the League
of Canadian Poets. She has over 500 poems pub-
lished in more than 250 international journals and
anthologies. Her book Somewhere Falling was pub-
lished by Beach Holme Publishers in 1995. Since then
she has published eleven other books of poetry and
six collections with Edge Unlimited Publishing. Prior
to the publication of Somewhere Falling she had a
poetry book published, Common Dream, and four

chapbooks published by The Plowman. Her poetry chapbook The River is Blind was
published by Ottawa publisher above/ground press in December 2012. More recent-
ly, her chapbook Surrogate Dharma was published by Kind of a Hurricane Press,
Barometric Pressures Author Series in October 2014. She lives in Toronto with her
family. She also sculpts, working with clay; www.allisongrayhurst.com

            Some of places her work has appeared in include Parabola (Alone & Together
print issue summer 2012); Literary Orphans; Blue Fifth Review; The American Aes-
thetic; Agave Magazine; South Florida Arts Journal; Gris-Gris; The Muse – An Interna-
tional Journal of Poetry, Storm Cellar, New Binary Press Anthology; The Brooklyn
Voice; Straylight Literary Magazine; The Milo Review; Foliate Oak Literary Magazine;

1 of the 47,000 stems inside PANDO by Adel Hun

 www.allisongrayhurst.com
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In the kitchen
you’re on the phone
to your son
and the next day he’s killed

and you say What?

You fly there
as escort for his body
it’s in cargo

you have to get him home
so he can be lowered in dirt,
and you do.

It’s an honor
to stand in line
to throw more dirt
on top.

Then it’s time
to leave
really leave

everyone’s coming
to your house
for pot luck.

There’s clamor
and whispering
in the kitchen

as you sit
on the low chair
in the living room.

You hear their voices
chatting, while eating
from small plates.

This can go on
for seven days

and on the eighth day
it will be different.

What do you want to be when you grow up?
How about who?

I refuse to become a
I want to be the mom everyone comes to with questions

Who’s house is full of music and laughter, toys and games and words and joy
Where kids feel grown up and adults know it’s okay to be a kid
I want to be the teacher who teaches outside of the classroom

Who is always learning besides with her students
I will be the one who talks people into going outside

Into taking off their shoes and feeling the ground beneath their feet, the grass between
their toes

I’ll be the one to drive for days
Watching the world flash by to the music of life

I’m going to be the one who never looses the childish joy when they feel the first rain
drops land of their up turned faces

I’ll never stop looking up
I’m going to be the one who never stops gasping at the beauty of rainbows

I’ll never stop waging my quiet colorful war on growing up, on becoming a

     Maya Bode Mathur

SWEET SOLITUDE                           by Carol DeCanio

Carol DeCanio
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Galápagos

Did Robert Charles Darwin know, when he
wrote his treatise, how many years
would pass before people stopped arguing
about it? Did he think cultured primates could
read it and move on, diverted, as if it were a
penny dreadful? Did he dream that tourists
would one day sail to his islands and frolic,
posing for blurry photos with the grandkids
of his finches and iguanas and flightless
cormorant and blue-footed boobies? Could
he have guessed that tortoise Harriet would
outlive him by one-hundred-twenty-four years,
emigrate to Australia, an island where
non-native species continue to thrive through
luck, profuse acts of desperate propagation,
and a practical knowledge of chemistry?
.

Gary Walker
a braccetto *
under shared umbrellas
the Florentines walk
slowly in the chilled October rain
the Arno reflecting bridges and steeples
daliesque in the spatters and ripples.

tourists,
plastic wrapped in cheap street-vendored  raincoats
pink , blue and white,
rush- covering their precious cameras
holding light tight
the beauty of this city,
their eyes down,
to hotels or their next stringent itinerary stop.

oblivious to
the muted watercoloured softness
of palazzos and bridges
and the tuscan hills surrounding them.

*arm in arm

Joseph A. Farina

Joseph A. Farina, is a lawyer in Sarnia, ON.  and an award winning poet. He
has had two books of poetry .:  “The Cancer Chronicles” and “Ghosts of
Water Street” published by Serengeti Press. His poetry has appeared  in
Poetry Journals  and Magazines throughout Canada and the USA ., notably
Quills Poetry Magazine, The Windsor Review, Tower Poetry, Fiele-Feste,
Mobius,Boxcar Poetry Revue, Ascent Aspirations, Arabesques Reviews,
Philadelphia Poets and Lummox.

Baby Tree of Life  by Robert Olson

Waiting For Life  by Karen Boissonneault-Gauthier
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The slowly swirling liquid death
Looked like a gift to me-
For all to do was drink a bit
And feel serenity-

The bar of life holds many drinks-
And many yet unbrewed-
But those of life and happiness
Are costly and are few-

To fight for joy is battle lost
Before it has begun-
For death will take us all in end-
And all we’ve ever done-

So take a sip- and let it go
Before it leaves your grasp-
For life is long and meaningless
While living in the past-

- Dovid Yehoshua Samuels

Inside PANDO by Adel Hun

Fall
Splash
Crack

Splinters of a life long lived
Forever there
One can see

A ghost of ancient
Is just a trick of the light

White lilies float
Unanchored and free

Yet burdened with its past
A life unloved is not lived

A breath forced is not beauty

Maya Bode Mathur

Photo by Robert Olson
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I’m a native New Yorker, and this is no bull: the Big Apple was
finished.

In the 1960’s, there were race riots, lootings, and a power
blackout. Drugs, crime, prostitutes and pimps filled Times Square.
Transit, theater and sanitation workers, teachers and newspapers
went on strike. The Stonewall riots erupted in Greenwich Village.
The textile industry relocated to the third world.

The dilemma: Stay behind dead-bolted doors and pay private
school tuition; or leave, sacrificing the nearness of family and a
medical practice.

In January, 1967, with three children under six, we escaped.

I’m a native New Yorker. Deriding little cities is in my DNA: One
might live there, but can one there? They were bumpkin
patches; without culture, diversity, tolerance, or innovation.

Little City had a population of 9,500. Its three square miles nestled
in a valley where two rivers and two mountain ranges converged.
  The biggest employer was the railroad.   Everything else was
small: mom and pop businesses, needle trade factories, one movie
theater, one newspaper.   Children walked home for lunch from
neighborhood schools.   Doors were unlocked; kids played in the
parks and rode their bikes on tree-lined streets.

WASPS were the power elite, Catholics the working class.  The 40
black and 50 Jewish families socialized within their circles.  In areas
that benefitted the community at large, everyone came together.

And there were so many Churches! Catholic, Presbyterian,
Methodist, Dutch Reformed, Baptist, Episcopal, Seventh Day
Adventist, Assembly of God, AME Baptist, Lutheran, Salvation
Army, Pentecostal, 2 Fellowship groups, and a Synagogue.

I don’t believe in God, which was a non-issue in New York.  In
Little City, being secular was not believable; I was a Jew, period.  I
joined the Synagogue, closeting my atheism.    Civic buildings were
decorated for Christmas.   If I didn’t like it….well, I didn’t have to
live there, right?     But I   like it. With all my hypocrisy, there
was peace, if not honesty.

I’m a native New Yorker; I don’t invade another’s privacy, don’t
talk to strangers.    I mind my own f***ing business.

In Little City, everyone’s business was everyone’s business; there
 no strangers.  An ecumenical Thanksgiving service was run

by the Clergy.   The Recreation department provided cider and
donuts for trick-or-treaters.   No rain had ever fallen on the
Annual Fireman’s Parade.   Volunteering and fund raising was an
easy adaptation for this left-winger.  Life was   Norman
Rockwell.

I’m a native New Yorker who became a Little City believer.
Respect for the simple life replaced cynicism.  But faith wasn’t
absolute:  every month, we brought the kids to Manhattan to
make sure they connected with the larger world.
I ran for a seat on the Common Council, the first woman ever to
do so.  I was a Republican now; my Democratic Party loyalty in the

closet with my Atheism.

Pushing my infant daughter’s carriage, I knocked on every door
and became the top vote-getter. During my second term, I tried
to expose political kickbacks and was stymied in high places.  I
challenged the Mayor in a primary, and lost.   Disillusioned, I left
politics.

In the 1970’s New York reached its nadir:  highest crime rates
ever, subway breakdowns, Central Park muggings and rapes,
homeless and drug dealers in abandoned buildings, the destruction
and looting of Black and Hispanic neighborhoods during a
blackout.

During those two decades, New York lost almost a million people.

Economic stagnation, unemployment, devalued stocks, and 20%
interest rates brought New York to the brink of bankruptcy and
affected the whole of America.

In Little City, the middle class became the working poor.  After
125 years, railroad passenger service ended. Factories and stores
fell like dominoes.  At tax sale, properties sold for pennies on the
dollar to absentee slumlords.    Drug arrests were commonplace.
By 1980, almost a thousand people left Little City; our family
among them.

We’re retired now but still reside in a rural township nearby.  Our
daughters settled here, and five of our grandchildren were born
and raised in this valley.
In Little City, I released constraints born in my New York bones,
and good things happened: My children grew up in a safe place,
and in public office, I was responsible for strangers, our neighbors.
It turned out that everyone’s business my business.
I’ll always be a native New Yorker, but with a dash of bumpkin.

Diana Wiener
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The warmth of your touch
Ignites pieces of joy in my mind
I dance with the idea of us
So intertwined in each other’s souls
That we have to detangle
 to remember who we are
I like the idea of you
Of me
Of us
I’ll just lie here
With my head on your chest
Listening to the tune of your heartbeat
Analyzing every little detail in my head
Because right now it feels just as I’d imagine it would

Courtney Brooks

Lets get naked for the first time
like Adam and Eve
But let us not fear one another
We don’t have to remove our clothes
Lets just pour out our words
And reveal our souls
Share our darkest secrets
Share our greatest fears
Mentally not Physically
I lust for you
I long for your intellect
My spirit needs to intertwine with yours
to see if we connect
Lets get naked
Without having sex

Courtney Brooks

Next Month’s Featured Writer                                 Courtney Brooks

Brian Burchette
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